[Study of the interaction of triethylenethiophosphamide with nucleotides by mass spectrometry with ionization by fission fragments of californium-252].
Study of interaction of the antitumor alkylating drug triethylenethiophosphoramide (thioTEPA) with nucleotides (dGMP and dCMP) suggests highly perspective employment of 252-Cf fission fragment induced desorption mass spectrometry (252-Cf PDMS) in biochemical pharmacology. Using the 252-Cf PDMS the molecular masses of the unstable, unvolatile, high-molecular substances of biological origin and the chemical adducts or complexes with drugs can be used to establish some structural-functional parameters of the above mentioned biomolecules and their derivatives in microvolumes of the incubation medium. The resulting data may be used for modelling chemotherapeutic processes of "drug-biomolecule-target" type. Using 252-Cf PDMS the complexes (dGMP (thioTEPA) n), n = 1, 2, 3 and (dCMP (thioTEPA) n), n = 1, were obtained. Some quantitative parameters and stability of these complexes were studied. Binding of dGMP with drug in the presence of dCMP was shown preferential. The data are compatible with the predictions concerning the mechanism of the antitumor property of the thioTEPA which can be manifested in the impairment structure of DNA of the malignant cells.